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Problems of power quality and electric energy accounting
often occur in networks with large pervasion of photovoltaic (PV) elements on rooftops of household and office
buildings. In smart grids, including PV arrays electricity,
which is sold back to the distribution network, requires
approval of its parameters and quality control. Distributed
power inverters generate higher harmonics which affect
relay protection, automation systems, smart meters and
power system’s reliability. In this article the influence of
photovoltaic elements on the accuracy of electric energy
metering and power quality questions are analysed.
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INTRODUCTION
Several governments and utilities all over
the world support the use of renewable sources
for distributed power generation with subsidies
and customer programs. Lots of examples include
“green” suburban areas, where roofmounted photovoltaic (PV) arrays are installed on the roofs
of individual dwellings, apartments, commercial
and communal buildings [5, 14].
The direct current (DC) power, generated by
solar panels, can be used for DC loads directly power supply, stockpiled in batteries for later
use or peak loads covering, converted into threephase alternating current (AC) for AC electrical
equipment powering or transmitted into the general network.
Solar energy is converted into AC electricity according to the generally adopted scheme.

The voltage of the series and parallel connected
elements is converted into an alternating voltage
by an inverter and fed the load through the filter
(may be absent) [15].
The currently used PV systems are often of
a grid-tie type (Fig. 1) and are connected to the regional smart grid [6]. The smart grid envisages
a two-way dialogue where electricity and information can be exchanged between the supply company and its customers. It is an evolving network of
communications, management tools, computers,
automation, contemporary technologies and tools
working together to make the grid more efficient,
secure, reliable and “greener”. This intelligent network allows the integration of new technologies,
such as solar and wind energy production. Here
the issues of accuracy of electric energy metering
appear. Modern smart meters (digital power meters) are used for this purpose [14].
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Fig. 1. Performance of the photovoltaic power station connected to the distribution network (part of a smart
grid) (dwelling with a grid-tie type PV system)

Photovoltaic power stations and small generating units using PV panels can also be tied up
with the network and give it extra power. The issues of electric energy accounting in networks
with PPS stations and the connection of electric energy metering devices to the information
exchange of means of the automated system of
commercial accounting of electricity (ASCUE)
are also relevant [12].
When connecting a photovoltaic station to
the grid, the requirements of international and
state standards for power quality [7–11] must be
respected.
PV INVERTERS AS GENERATORS OF
HIGHER HARMONICS
Generation of power by PV panels and their
connection to the network through current converters affect power quality. High frequency of
inverters switching can erect additional harmonics and reduce the network efficiency due
to violation of sources’ stability and failures in
the inverters operation [1, 2, 13–15].
Also, due to fluctuations in the value of electricity produced by photovoltaic power stations

and supplied to the grid, which depends on
the day time, year period, solar radiation intensity, cloud cover, steadiness and, correspondingly, reliability of power system is infringed
[2, 12].
In solar systems of grid-tie type bridge circuits of inverters are used [3]. With respect to
standards [7–11] inverters use pulse-width
modulation (PWM) controllers to generate sinusoidal output currents. Practically, switching
frequencies of 20 kHz – 0.5 MHz are applied
in different power stages with mainly insulated
gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs) as switching elements for these photovoltaic inverters.
Up to date inverter topologies can be represented by two figures [5]:
• Single-stage pulse-width-modulated (PWM)
DC-AC converter topology (push-pull or
Н-bridge), directly connected to the network
through a low-frequency isolation transformer
and filter (Fig. 2).
• Multistage PWM DC-AC converter front
end including a high-frequency isolation transformer, a high-frequency rectifier and a line-frequency unfolding bridge connected to the grid
via small filter elements (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. Single-stage PWM converter, ﬁlter components and line-frequency transformer

Fig. 3. Multistage PWM converter with high-frequency transformer and low-frequency unfolding bridge

PWM inverters on IGBT transistors are controlled by pulse-width signals, which are modulated by sinusoidal law and form the pulse voltage sequence. The output voltage of the PWM
inverter’s switch contains the main harmonic of
50 Hz, the magnitude of which is proportional
to the selected modulation factor, and high-frequency harmonics centred in the field of multiple
integers of the switching frequency
fn = afk ± bf1,

(1)

where f1 – fundamental frequency (first harmonic);
fk – the switching frequency of the inverter
transistors;
a = 0, 1, 2… – the multiplicity of the high-frequency harmonics group;
b = 1, 2, 3… – the multiplicity of the fundamental frequency in the group of high-frequency
harmonics.
Simple single-phase inverters of low and medium power have the output voltage of sawtooth
or triangular waveform, Fig. 4 [3]. Only electric
heaters can operate at such voltage. As for electric

motors, fluorescent and LED lamps, transformers
and other household appliances, then with this
kind of input signal they will work with problems
or will not operate at all.
Depending on the selected form of the reference (modulating) signal (saw or triangle),
some values of the multiplicity b can be absent in
the spectrum (Fig. 4).
In terms of minimizing the size and cost of filter elements it is advisable to have a high switching frequency. However, it is selected basing on
the efficiency of the inverter, since at high frequencies switching losses are a significant component in overall losses [3].
If the task is to develop an inverter with an
unpolluted sinusoidal output voltage waveform,
even if the grid voltage is contaminated with harmonics, the inverter’s output impedance, which is
a function of the frequency, must be high. In practice, the output impedance of the inverter must
be high for harmonics up to the 40th inclusive,
in order to avoid the penetration of a harmonic
current into the grid. This can be achieved with
passive filters used alone or combined with active
filters built into the inverter controller [5, 7].
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Fig. 4. Spectra of PWM-voltage: (a) for sawtooth modulating signal; (b) for triangular modulating signal

To generate a proper output voltage and current source, the controller with a sufficiently
high-gain-bandwidth product of the current
feedback-loop is required [15].
The resonance phenomenon for networks
with large numbers of distributed power inverters
coupled with the low-voltage network 0.4 kV can
be divided into the following:

1) Series resonance, Fig. 5(a), of the network
capacitance and the supply inductive resistance
resulting from externally generated or injected distortion. In this situation, the background
supply voltage distortion is the generating
mechanism. Here, the impedance at the resonance is low, resulting in higher current distortion through the load and inverter capacitance.
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Fig. 5. Mechanisms of (a) series and (b) parallel resonance; here RL is the active impedance of the inductor
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If the inverter’s output impedance is low at different background harmonics, this effect will be
enhanced.
2) Parallel resonance, Fig. 5(b), of the parallel network capacitance (inverter, dwelling and
cable) and the supply inductance (transformer leakage and cable) resulting from distortion
currents generated internally, that is, within
the point of common coupling. In this instance,
the inverter can be considered as generating
harmonic source Ih. Thus, the impedance at
the resonance is high, resulting in higher voltage distortion at the point of common coupling,
or where the inverter and the dwelling’s load are
connected.
The two above-mentioned phenomena are
linked in one circuit and both the increased
voltage and current disturbances are practically
measured.
It’s simple to calculate the series and parallel
resonance by using the following formula [5]:
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Here В – the amplitude of the voltage.
The real power of periodic AC arbitrary waveform current is defined as the average power over
the whole period Т:
T
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where frez – resonance frequency; L and C – equivalent inductance and capacitance in the series or
parallel circuit, respectively.
ANALYSIS OF THE INFLUENCE OF
HARMONIC POLLUTION ON ELECTRIC
ENERGY ACCOUNTING
Bidirectional meters are used to organize electric
energy accounting between a consumer with an
autonomous PV power station and an electricity
utility. Therefore, electricity supplied to the network can be taken into account by the “green
tariff ” [16].
To estimate the power and amount of electricity
transmitted to the network when non-sinusoidal
voltage, consider two extreme (boundary) cases:
• when the waveform is sawtooth;
• when the waveform is triangular.
The sawtooth function is odd and is written as:
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where T – period, sec.
Voltage waveforms are known (defined by
the equations (4) and (6)). There remains to determine the current function.
By the principle of superposition, the instantaneous current in a steady state circuit is
equal to the total of instantaneous current values which would occur under the independent
action of the DC component, fundamental sinusoid and higher harmonics singly [4].
Let us consider that the excess of electric energy of non-sinusoidal form after the inverter is
transmitted to the network with an active-reactive load type. With the constant values of active resistance R, inductance L, capacitance C,
the operating voltage breaks down into three
components at any moment: ohmic voltage
drop, inductive electromotive force (EMF), and
capacitive EMF:

u  iR  L
(3)

(7)

t
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The actual current in a circuit is calculated by
the equation:
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where φn – the angle of phase shift of n-th harmonic.
Let us consider that the surplus of electricity
is transmitted to the AC network of industrial
frequency (50 Hz) with the following load parameters: active impedance R = 200 Ω, inductance L = 600 mH, and capacitance C = 200 μF.
The peak value of the voltage waveform is assumed to be 311.13 V.
Consider the three forms of the supply voltage curve. Their shapes up to 17th harmonic are
shown in Fig. 6.

u, V

t, s

Fig. 6. Voltage curves: 1 – sawtooth; 2 – triangular; 3 – the ideal
sine wave

The simulation of the AC network of industrial frequency (50 Hz) is made in the MATLAB
software. The network (Fig. 7) includes 32 homes
with PV arrays and inverters and has the following
load parameters: active impedance R = 200 Ω, inductance L = 600 mH, and capacitance C = 200 μF.
The peak value of the voltage waveform is assumed
to be 311.13 V.
The various inverters are considered using
a self-developed individual MATLAB inverter patterns at each of the connection points.
The surplus of electricity is transmitted to
the AC network with the above-mentioned load
parameters.
The parameters of inverters were sequentially
changed so that their voltage curve had three different forms. Their shapes up to the 17th harmonic
are coincided with the curves in Fig. 6.
Since the impedance for each of the harmonics
will have its own special value and a shear angle,
then the components of current sine waves will
have the amplitudes not proportional to the amplitudes of the components of voltage (power supply)
harmonics [4].
The active power of periodic alternating currents of arbitrary shape is determined in accordance with the formula (7). The results of simulation in MATLAB well congruent with calculations
and they are shown in Table. The power curves are
shown in Fig. 8.
In accordance with [4], state-of-the-art active
power smart meters take into account electric energy which is consumed by the load at the frequency of fundamental and higher harmonics:
40

WP   Un  I n  cosn  t 

Fig. 7. Substitution circuit of the residential network with PV inverters
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Fig. 8. Apparent power curves: 1 – sawtooth; 2 – triangular;
3 – ideal sine
Table. The simulated (calculated) results of power values
Active power P, W
Waveform

Calculated
values

Simulation
results

Sawtooth

63.711

63.801

Triangular

91.304

91.373

Ideal sinusoidal

138.789

138.713

Provided t = const., the electric energy consumed in electrical network is proportional to
power magnitude: WP ≡ P.
Using the data of Table 1, for sawtooth voltage waveform the amount of electric energy
input (for the specified electric grid) will be
by 117.42% lower than for sinusoidal supply
voltage, and for triangular by 51.81% lower.
The amount of active power consumed under
ideal sinusoidal voltage is regarded as 100%.

1) The reference current of the inverter
should be generated internally from a sine table
inside the controller.
2) The output inverter’s resistance should be
significant up to the 40th harmonic, which corresponds to the range of harmonics specified in
[7].
3) A low-output capacitor should be applied
as filter.
4) It is better to measure voltage and currents
directly in the output clips [5].
During commercial metering of electric energy transmitted in the network from photovoltaic
cells, smart meters operating by the formula (10)
will show 117.42% less energy supply in case of
sawtooth waveform of voltage and 51.81% less in
case of triangular voltage waveform, compared
with ideal sinusoidal waveform. This means that
if the vendor transmits to the network electricity with a distorted waveform (different from sinusoidal), the vendor can obtain less profit on
the “green tariff ” than in the case of a pure sinusoidal signal. Thus, for the seller it is feasible
to use more qualitative controllers and inverters.
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ELEKTROS ENERGIJOS KOKYBĖS IŠŠŪKIAI
IŠMANIUOSIUOSE TINKLUOSE SU
FOTOVOLTINĖMIS JĖGAINĖMIS
S antrauka
Su elektros energijos kokybės ir elektros energijos apskaitos iššūkiais dažnai susiduriama tinkluose su fotovoltiniais (PV) elementais ant privačių ir biurų pastatų
stogų. Išmaniuosiuose tinkluose su fotovoltiniais elementais, kuriuose elektra yra parduodama skirstomiesiems tinklams, reikia suderinti parametrus ir atlikti
kokybės patikrą. Paskirstytosios galios inverteriai (keitikliai) generuoja aukštesnes harmonikas, kurios veikia
relių apsaugas, automatines sistemas, išmaniuosius skaitiklius ir elektros sistemos patikimumą. Šiame straipsnyje nagrinėjama fotovoltinių elementų įtaka elektros energijos matavimų tikslumui ir elektros energijos kokybei.
Raktažodžiai: išmanieji skaitikliai, harmonikos,
elektros energijos kokybė, pulsiniai moduliuojami
inverteriai, išmanusis tinklas

